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FIRST
H ME BUYERS

snapshot

KEY FINDINGS FROM THE GENWORTH
FIRST HOME BUYERS REPORT

IT’S MY HOME

L

ast year, Genworth surveyed
over 3,000 recent and
prospective first home buyers
to understand what they think

Most first home buyers didn’t completely

about the housing market. The report

fund the deposit for their first home.

uncovered several interesting insights

Using family assistance to supplement a

into the first home buyer, who make up

deposit is a common strategy.

a quarter of all home buyers.

F IRST H O M E BUYERS ARE
R E A DY TO E NTER TH E
PRO P E RT Y MARKET

Majority of first home buyers believe it is
a good time to buy. These home buyers
are motivated by their life stage, falling
house/apartment prices and low interest
rates. Customer sentiment indicates more

For those doing it alone, some are
considering using government schemes.
Due to the finite amount of grants and
specific conditions, LMI may also be
used for first home buyers wanting to
buy their first home sooner.

INVESTMENT PROPERTIES :
TH E NEW FIRST HOME?
Investment properties are increasingly

GENWORTH
HAS RESPONDED
TO DYNAMIC
MARKET
CONDITIONS
BY DEVELOPING
NEW PRODUCT
OFFERINGS THAT
PROVIDE MORE
OPTIONS AND
GREATER FLEXIBILITY
APARTMENT LIVIN G
ON THE RIS E

prospective first home buyers will enter the

favoured by prospective first home

market soon, as these buyers are waiting

buyers, particularly those in Sydney. One

for the housing market to moderate.

in 10 recent first home buyers use their

apartments than houses in Melbourne and

first property for investment rather than to

Sydney. The most common property type

live in.

in these two cities is a small apartment.

B U Y N O W, W ITH OR
W IT H O U T A DEPOSIT

Increasing numbers of prospective and
recent first home buyers are purchasing
property without a 20 per cent deposit.
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F RIEN D S , FAMILY AND
SCH EMES TO BU Y A
H OUSE FASTER

SH ORT-TERM OWNERS HIP
AN EMERGIN G STRATEGY
First home buyers now plan to own

First-home buying applies more to

Outside of these two areas, small houses
are still the most popular property to buy.

THE IMPORTANCE
OF MED IA

First home buyers are buying quickly, with

their homes for nearly half of the time of

most recent first home buyers purchasing

the national average. Trading-up allows

a property in less than six months. This

home owners the chance to enter the

buyers use to understand the property

is shorter than what prospective home

market quickly and then move up to a

market. A third of first home buyers used

buyers imagine it will take to buy their

more desirable home once they have

the internet as their primary source of

first home.

built enough equity to sell at a profit.

information on understanding property.

Digital media is a tool that first home
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